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Grace to you and peace from God our Father and the Lord Jesus Christ.
Do you ever feel like you have not lived up to your potential? That you have not done enough
with your life? That you have squandered your time or your resources? Or maybe even that you
have wasted your life? I have gone down that road myself a few times, and I’d be surprised if
you haven’t as well, especially by the time you’re my age. I had occasion to think about that this
week when talking with someone younger than me about making life choices. My own career
plans got side-tracked by things that are difficult to regret, though I still sometimes wonder about
the road-not-taken. Maybe, if you’re getting on in years like me, you have your own examples to
ponder. Or maybe you’re at a stage in life where these life choices still loom large.
There is a lot of pressure in our culture to be successful. To go to a good school. To get
married and have children. To get a good job. To make a lot of money. To live in a good
neighborhood. To drive a nice car. To associate with other successful people and avoid the
losers. And there is not a lot of redemption to be had when we don’t measure up, when we make
bad decisions, or just have bad luck. But even when we do measure up, when everything goes
our way and we are “successful” as our culture defines success, we do so in a world where
injustice and inequity are rampant. While we enjoy the fruits of our hard work, there are many
working even harder than us who struggle just to make ends meet.
That assumption about endemic injustice and inequity is in the background of today’s
Gospel reading. The main character in Jesus’ parable gets called out for “squandering his
master’s property.” We don’t know the details. At the very least he was just doing a bad job, but
probably the assumption of Jesus’ audience was that he was corrupt—and a corrupt cog in a
corrupt machine, because his master would have been seen in this light too, an agent of
oppression for peasant sharecroppers. I think it’s fair to say that this is not the assumption we
make in our culture when we read this text. Without any evidence to the contrary, we assume
that the master is just a good and successful businessman, or would be if he had better workers.
So the corrupt manager is called to account for his bad management, and he acts quickly
to make the best of a bad situation. He uses his position, while he still has it, to make friends who
will help him later. And it’s very clever what he does. He sharply reduces the debt of some of his
master’s clients. They would have been overjoyed, and probably immediately began celebrating.
This puts the master in a difficult position. To reverse the manager’s decision would upset his
clients, maybe even enrage them. It could be the proverbial straw that overloads their camel. He
will have to eat the loss. And that’s why he commends the manager’s cleverness. He knows that
it’s a corrupt and unjust business that he is in, and he appreciates a good scam, even at his own
expense. Maybe he’ll learn from this to put others in difficult positions that will benefit him.
It’s easy to be confused by this parable, because as a stand-alone story it seems like Jesus
is encouraging unethical behavior. So let me be clear that Jesus is not approving the manager’s
corruption, or legitimizing the master’s oppression. He is making a simple rhetorical point: if
even bad people can be resourceful and do good things in the service of their own self-interest,
how much more could good people do good, resourceful, and clever things in the service of God
and their neighbor? The manager, as corrupt as he is, has done a good thing. He has helped some
people out, substantially, even if he did so only to save himself. How much more good could you
do if you were not as selfish as him?

Let’s remember the larger context here. Jesus is still responding to the Pharisees and
scribes in last week’s reading, who condemned him for associating with tax collectors and
sinners. And in between last week’s readings and todays comes the parable of the Prodigal Son,
but we already read that back in Lent. All of those parables were meant to help the Pharisees see
that those “losers” that they avoided and shamed were actually precious to God, and not only
that, but were in fact their brothers and sisters. The parable in front of us this morning makes a
related point, and unfortunately our reading ends before Jesus reaches what I think is his real
conclusion. The Pharisees are busy trying to justify themselves, and using the standards of this
world to do so. When Jesus says “you cannot serve God and wealth” they ridicule him. But Jesus
responds: “…God knows your hearts, for what is prized by humans is an abomination in the
sight of God.” The Pharisee’s concern for purity, for keeping themselves from contamination by
the less righteous, actually made them obstacles to God’s real work of being reconciled with
sinners, of having compassion and mercy on the lost.
Once again, I’ll remind you of my rule: Pharisees are us. Their self-righteousness is our
self-righteousness, their hypocrisy our hypocrisy. They’re not “those people,” they’re our people
– they’re us. What Jesus is critiquing is anyone who thinks they can operate according to the
ways and values of the world and still be pure and holy in the sight of God. That’s what Amos
was criticizing too in our first reading. And aren’t we implicated in this? I know I struggle with
the tension here. I too prize what humans prize. I have a house, a car (three actually, for two
people – we’re working on that.) I have a retirement portfolio, food on my table, and
“discretionary spending” in a world where homelessness and poverty are rampant, a world in
which even some full-time jobs don’t pay enough to live on.
What the parable of the dishonest manager teaches us is that even though we are stuck in
a hopelessly corrupt and unjust reality – that we are in captivity to sin and cannot free ourselves,
as our confession puts it – we do not have to be reconciled to that reality because it is not the
ultimate reality and will not have the final word. The kingdom of God is near. That has been
Jesus’ consistent message throughout Luke’s Gospel to this point. The kingdom of God is near,
and we have been invited into that ultimate reality through our baptism into the death and
resurrection of Christ, who entered into our hopeless reality and suffered along with us the
consequences our corruption and injustice in order to defeat the powers of sin, death, and evil
and break their claim on us. And by the power of the Holy Spirit he enables us to begin to live
faithfully even in the midst of our messy reality.
What does that mean for you today, in concrete terms? It means that whatever you have
done with your life up until this point, it has gotten you to where you are now, for better or for
worse. Whether things have gone mostly your way up until now or have been one
disappointment after another – whether you are a Pharisee or a tax collector – you are where you
are, and this is where God meets you and calls you. There is no purity to be had on this side of
the grave. But God in Jesus is merciful, and has freed you to embrace the messiness and
ambiguity of life and use who you are here and now to love God and your neighbor. You are of
immeasurable worth to God. And so are the people around you. Trust that God is at work in you
and through you to align your will and your values with God’s and to draw you into life that
really is life. Trust these promises of your baptism and watch what God will do with you. And
the peace of God, which passes all understanding, will keep your hearts and minds in Christ
Jesus. Amen.

